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Mirror palais dupe

Everyone raves about the infamous autumn sweater vest and we are here for the trend. We found the perfect sweater vest mango.com for a Read More » This past Saturday I went wedding dress shopping (YES! I said wedding dress) and found it. I wore this super casual/cute outfit for shopping. Read more » Matilda Djerf, easily one of
the most influential fashion influencers in the world, sporting a men's blazer look. Copy this outfit dupe from Mango.com and Read More » These ecrus tones are all this season! This is the perfect outfit for Spring or Autumn... transition seasons. Copy this outfit dupe from Mango.com Read more » You've seen the trendy embroidered
grandma sweater on your favorite fashion blogger recently and you're probably wondering where to shop it! No worries, we have rounded Read More » Converse, arguably the most classic shoe of all time, I can wear a variety of ways! From Blazers and Pants, to Trench Coats and Read More » By Sameer Suri For Dailymail.com
Published: 17:35 GMT, 24 July 2020 | Updated: 19:10 GMT, 24 July 2020 She is an internationally renowned supermodel who is one of the best earners in the game. And Bella Hadid showed off her credentials as she glimpsed stepping out in New York City this week. The 23-year-old Vogue cover girl flaunted her taut midriff in a full-
sleeved light yellow crop top that featured a witty collar. Supermodel: Bella Hadid showed off her credentials as she glimpsed stepping out in New York City this week's Slipping in a loosely fitted pair of green sweats, she swept her hair up into an updo and accessorized with sunglasses. She threw a pair of large bags over her right
shoulder and hoofed it over the cobbled street on a pair of sneakers. Bella made sure to take precautions to wear a face mask for her outing amid the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. Legging it: The 23-year-old flaunted her taut midriff in a full-sleeved light yellow crop top that featured a witty collarThe fashionista posted the busty
Instagram Stories selfie this Tuesday of herself in a bathrobe and explained that she was back to work baby.'She went into self-isolation at her family's Pennsylvania farm with her mother Yolanda Hadid, a former Real Housewife Beverly Hills.They were also joined by Bella's older supermodel sister Gigi Hadid, who is now pregnant with
her firstborn child by her on-again boyfriend Zayn Malik. Back in action: The fashionista posted the busty Insta Stories selfie this Tuesday of herself in a bathrobe and explained that she was back to work baby'Zayn has also joined Gigi, Bella and Yolanda in the lockdown in the Pennsylvania countryside as he awaits the birth of his baby.
During one of her off periods with Zayn, Gigi dated Bachelorette beefcake Tyler Cameron, reportedly from August to October last year. Tyler has had to squash wild rumors that he is the father of Gigi's baby, both on Twitter and while appearing on ESPN West Palm. Baby on the move: Her sister Gigi Hadid pregnant with her firstborn child
by her on-again boyfriend Zayn Malik Welcome to our newest editorial initiative, Who What Wear Spotlight, where we will use our editorial platform, social following, and ad space to turn the spotlight on small businesses that need our support now more than ever. Every week we will highlight a new fashion or beauty company. If you own a
small brand and would like to be considered for the program, please apply here. Think back to the end of March: We were just getting started sheltering on location in the US, and suddenly, Dua Lipa dropped the music video for her song Break My Heart. As she dances around the dimly lit bar in the little bity, bright red collar, we didn't yet
know much we'd miss going to bars. Instead, we enjoyed watching Lipa spin around in the mini blazer with her matching red hair clips and tweed miniskirt. At just a year old, the Mirror Palais maker of that statement top-has already been worn by so many iconic fashion it girls. Bella Hadid is one of the cool girls singing Mirror Palais
praises. This summer she has worn the brand's now sold-out Blue Crush bikini (pictured below) and a yellow collar top that ends on the bra-inspired jumper lining. According to Marcelo Gaia, Mirror Palais founder, that top is quite controversial: It's one of those pieces that you either love immensely or hate, Gaia says. I have a very small
line, and my favorite piece I sell is underwire polo. I love to see the answer people have to it. It's so funny because it's just a peak, but for some reason people react very strongly to it. Only a top might sound like a flippant way to describe one of his designs, let alone his favorite among them, but it would be misguided to read it that way.
Gaia breathes so much care and thoughtfulness into his brand, largely because of the work ethic we learned from his mother, who raised him as a single parent while living mainly alone in a foreign country. This tenacity has enabled him to think quickly and pivot how he runs his business during a pandemic, opening his store for a week at
a time so that his team can have the bandwidth to fill orders. Sounds like demand is high for this 70s-inspired brand of teaming silk fabrics, mermaid-like halters, large floral prints, cowboy- and businessman-inspired sets, and retro lingerie. Most of the brand's swimwear is sold out for good, which shouldn't come as a surprise as it was all
over Instagram this summer. Take it as a lesson to find out when mirror palais's online store is open and set your alarm. Continue reading to see how Gaia does it and shop our favorite selections from the small line. Tell me about yourselves and your business. My name is Marcelo Gaia, I am a 30 year old first generation American raised
by Brazilian immigrant parents in New I started mirror palais a year ago as a way to share my personal history through design and art. We are a made-to-order/pre-order business, which us to ethically produce clothing in NY, pay our workers fair prices, and control the quality of what we produce. And if you had to sum up your business in
five words or less? Nostalgic, intimate, daring, romantic, and funny. What inspired you to start your business? Seeing my mother raise me as a single parent but not get the respect she deserved in a business setting because of her English and being a woman has inspired me a lot. I never wanted to work for the man. Being creative feeds
my soul, and since I had successfully started another fashion company two years before I started the Mirror Palais, I knew I was supposed to do this. How have social distancing and stay-at-home orders affected your business? How have your priorities shifted? I hadn't been in New York, where my company is based, for over five months.
I moved the business from NY to Cape Cod, where my boyfriend's family has a beach hut and we certainly quarantined. In New York, I would personally go to my suppliers to pick up and drop off. Being in Cape Cod, USPS and FedEx have been my lifelines, and we have continued to run even though we have been very late in producing
and delivering orders. After a few months of learning, I have moved back to NY and improved our production and delivery business. We now open orders for one week at a time and then close while we produce pre-orders so we don't overwhelm our team. Our only goal is to make our customers happy, and we have been able to do it
successfully during this time thanks to our amazing team. What has been your proudest moment as an entrepreneur? Knowing my mom doesn't have to worry about me and my future because I've carved a solid place for myself in the business after 10-plus years of hard work. What are two to three of your favorite brands you like to
support and why? Gil Rodriguez. I love her and everything she does and stands for. Jacquemus, i'm sorry. I so respect what Simon has done for this industry. We've never met, but i feel like we might have a lot in common. Common.
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